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Renal anatomy and physiology


Every time the heart beats, 25% of the cardiac output is sent to the kidneys.



The kidney functions using three principles: ultrafiltration, excretion and reabsorption

The kidney consists of three parts
1. Cortex
2. Medulla
3. Renal pelvis

Cortex
Renal pelvis
Medulla

Components of the kidney


The cortex (outer layer) contains 80% of the nephrons. These nephrons filter the blood
continuously to maintain balance.



The medulla (inner layer) contains 20% of the nephrons. These nephrons also filter the blood, but
have the added responsibility to concentrate urine. This becomes an important diagnostic tool.



The renal pelvis is the start of the collecting system, the collecting tubules and the ureter.

Additionally, ureters carry urine into the bladder where it is stored until it is eliminated from the body
through the urethra.

Residual kidney function


The kidney is capable of maintaining the body’s equilibrium until about 50% of the nephrons are
damaged



After 50% loss of kidney function, the body begins to make trade-offs to maintain homeostasis. For
example, parathyroid hormone (PTH) increases to compensate for increased excretion of
phosphorus. The patient will likely remain asymptomatic.



After 90% loss of kidney function, some form of renal replacement therapy is necessary to preserve
life

The nephron
The functional unit of the kidney is called a nephron. Each kidney has about one million nephrons. Each
nephron contains a glomerulus, which functions as an individual filtering unit. It also contains tubules for
secretion and absorption of substances.
Glomerulus
The blood pathways
Blood leaves the heart, enters the abdominal aorta and enters the kidney
through the renal artery. The renal artery divides into several branches of
arterioles until it becomes the afferent arteriole
The afferent arteriole carries blood to the glomerulus, where it is filtered. It
then leaves the glomerulus through the efferent arteriole, and is returned
to the venous system. This system branches into many larger vessels until it
becomes the renal vein.
Blood leaves the kidney via the renal vein, and is returned to the heart via
the inferior vena cava.

Tubules

The glomerulus


The glomerulus consists of a group of cells with selective permeability. It is a semi-permeable
membrane



Selective permeability means that certain substances will cross the membrane and others will not
be allowed to cross. Through selective permeability, the kidney regulates fluid and electrolyte
balance.



The kidneys produce approximately 180 liters of filtrate per day. Only 1.5 to 2 litres are excreted as
urine. The remaining 178 litres remain in the body. This is simply recycled body water

The afferent and efferent arterioles


The afferent arteriole has a larger lumen than the efferent arteriole. Therefore, blood flows into the
glomerulus faster than it flows out, which creates a pooling of blood in the Bowman’s capsule



Hydrostatic pressure on the blood will force fluid to cross the glomerular membrane and enter the
tubules. This is ultrafiltration. As filtrate flows through the tubular network, special cells will
respond to the need for reabsorption and secretion.



The end product of this filtrate is urine. In the normal kidney, this urine will be the right colour,
have the right osmolality and contain the right substances. The urine colour is light to dark yellow
depending on volume, and the colour is provided by solutes.



Osmolality is used because it measures particles independently of their molecular weight.
Substances included urea, creatinine, phosphorous, potassium acids, etc are cleaned and filtered to
keep the blood values normal.



The goal of the kidney is to maintain a normal balance of fluids, electrolytes, minerals and acidbase. It works continuously to preserve equilibrium and homeostasis.



The kidney also produces hormones such as renin, vitamin D and erythropoietin. Renin promotes
sodium retention and it also causes vasoconstriction. Vitamin D stimulates calcium and phosphate
absorption. Erythropoietin promotes production of red blood cells in the bone marrow.

Introduction


The term ‘acute kidney injury’ replaces the concept of acute renal failure as it more accurately
describes that injury to the kidney can occur before function fails.



Acute Kidney Injury (AKI) is a common global problem and occurs in the community, in the hospital
where it is common on medical, surgical, paediatric, oncology wards and in the intensive care unit
(ICU)



Irrespective of its nature, AKI is a predictor of immediate and long-term adverse outcomes and
imposes a heavy burden of illness (associated with significant morbidity and mortality)



AKI is more prevalent in patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD)



AKI is amenable to early detection and potential prevention.



Research has identified numerous preventable risk factors for AKI and the potential of improving
their management and outcomes



The cost per person of managing AKI is high



Clinical practice guidelines have the potential to reduce variations, improve outcomes and reduce
costs

What is acute kidney injury?


AKI is one of a number of conditions that affect kidney structure and function.



AKI is defined by an abrupt decrease in kidney function that includes, but is not limited to, ARF



It is a broad clinical syndrome encompassing many aetiologies, including specific kidney diseases
(e.g. acute interstitial nephritis, acute glomerular and vasculitic renal diseases); non-specific
conditions (e.g. ischaemia, toxic injury) as well as external pathology (e.g. prerenal azotaemia, and
acute postrenal obstructive nephropathy).



More than one of these conditions may coexist in the same patient and, more importantly,
epidemiological evidence supports the notion that even mild, reversible AKI has important clinical
consequences, including increased risk of death.



It is characterised by a decline in renal excretory function over hours or days that can result in
failure to maintain fluid, electrolyte and acid-base homeostasis.



Treatments of AKI are dependent to a large degree on the underlying aetiology.

Definition of AKI


Increase in serum creatinine by ≥ 0.3mg/dl (≥ 26.5µmol/l) within 48 hours or



Increase in serum creatinine to 1.5 times baseline, which is known or presumed to have occurred
within the prior 7 days or



Urine volume < 0.5 ml/kg/h for 6 hours

Staging of AKI

Conceptual model of AKI

-

Red circles represent the stages of AKI

-

Yellow circles represent potential antecedents of AKI

-

Pink circles represent an intermediate stage not yet defined

-

Thick arrows between circles represent risk factors associated with the initiation and
progression of disease that can be affected or detected by interventions

-

Purple circles represent outcomes of AKI

-

Complications refers to all complications of AKI including efforts at prevention and treatment
and complications in other organ systems.

-

Glomerular filtration rate (GFR): kidney failure is defined as a GFR < 15ml/min per 1.73m 2 body
surface area, or requirement for RRT, although it is recognised that renal replacement therapy
(RRT) may be required earlier in the evolution of AKI

Causes of AKI: exposures and susceptibilities for non-specific AKI

Aetiology
AKI results from a wide range of causes. The aetiology is divided into pre-renal, intrinsic or post-renal:

Relates to the blood supply arriving
at the artery

Relates to damage within the
structure of the kidney

Relates to kidney exit structures

Pre-renal failure


Relates to blood supply arriving at the renal artery (1).



Is a functional response to reduced renal perfusion in which no renal cellular injury has occurred. A
failure to restore renal perfusion e.g. through volume replacement or vasopressor therapy, will lead
to ischaemic acute tubular necrosis (ATN) in which cell injury is now present.



ATN can also arise from other insults such as sepsis and nephrotoxins.



About 75% of all acute kidney injury cases can be attributed to the combination of pre-renal failure
and ATN.

Intrinisc (renal) failure


Relates to damage within the structure of the kidney (2).



Physiologic response to an insult that occurs at the site of the nephrons.



Debris accumulates & eventually obstructs glomeruli and tubular
flow.

1
2

3

Associated conditions of intrinsic failure


Crush injuries: rhabdomyolysis.



Drugs/toxins: inflammatory mediators, paracetamol, myoglobin.



Small or large vessel renal vascular disease: embolic/thrombotic.

Post-renal failure (obstructive)


Relates to kidney exit structures e.g. where urine is trying to flow outwards (3).



Post-renal failure should be considered especially in patients that present with a history of lower
urinary tract symptoms, renal stones, pelvic surgery or possible gynaecological malignancy.



The gold standard test is a renal tract ultrasound. However, early obstruction may not be
detectable as the pelvi-calyceal system is initially non-compliant and may not dilate. Imaging
should be repeated if there is a high index of suspicion

What are the risk factors?


People over 65 years



A history of acute kidney injury



Chronic kidney disease (eGFR less than 60ml/min/1.73m2



Symptoms or history of urological obstruction or conditions that may lead to obstruction



Chronic conditions such as heart failure, liver disease and diabetes mellitus



Neurological or cognitive impairment or disability (which may limit fluid intake because of reliance
on a carer)



Sepsis



Hypovolaemia



Oliguria i.e. urine output less than 0.5ml/kg/hr



Nephrotoxic drug use within the last week (especially if hypovolaemic) e.g. nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, angiotensin II
receptor antagonists and diuretics



Exposure to iodinated contrast agents within the last week



Cancer and cancer therapy (risk will depend on the type of cancer, proposed treatment and
premorbid risk factors)



Immunosuppression e.g. HIV infection



Toxins e.g. some herbal remedies, poisonous plants and animals

What are the complications?
Complications from AKI arise as a result of impairment of the kidney’s excretory, endocrine and metabolic
actions and include the following


Hyperkalaemia – this is usually asymptomatic until severe, but can then cause muscle weakness,
paralysis, cardiac arrhythmias or (in extreme cases) cardiac arrest



Other electrolyte imbalances e.g. hyperphosphataemia, hyponatraemia, hypermagnesaemia,
hypocalcaemia



Metabolic acidosis – can present with altered level of consciousness, circulatory collapse and
hyperventilation



Volume overload (peripheral and pulmonary oedema) – signs include tachypnoea, tachycardia,
cyanosis and lung crepitations. Often this is caused by excessive intravenous fluids being given to
people in hospital who are anuric or oliguric



Uraemia – occurs in severe AKI and requires dialysis. Symptoms include confusion, lethargy and
altered level of consciousness



Chronic kidney disease and end-stage renal disease – people who have experienced AKI have an
increased risk of hypertension and CKD which can be end-stage. Predictors for CKD after AKI
include older age, lower baseline eGFR, higher baseline albuminuria, and higher stages of AKI

Initial management of AKI
Patients with AKI that is identified as part of a medical encounter need to be systematically evaluated for
the immediate threats and complications resulting from it, in addition to the assessment of severity and
elimination of the cause.
Initial management includes the following 

Identifying the aetiology of AKI



Treating reversible causes such as hypotension, volume depletion or urinary tract obstruction



Removing any active insults to minimise new injury



Identifying and treating the complications that may eventually require RRT at a later period of time
(if AKI does not resolve)

Elimination and avoidance of potential insults




Medications
-

Stop medications such as NSAIDs, ACE inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blockers, and
nephrotoxins e.g. aminoglycoside antibiotics, ampthotericin, tenofovir, nephrotoxic
chemotherapy, at least in the acute phase of AKI. However, there may be clinical situations in
which medications implicated in causing AKI cannot be discontinued e.g. those that are being
used to treat life-threatening conditions.

-

Drugs that are renally cleared and that can produce serious adverse effects with accumulation
in the setting of AKI should be discontinued or undergo dose adjustment, even though they may
not directly impact kidney function e.g. metformin, gabapentin, morphine. If available, the
patient should be switched to alternative agents that are not renally cleared. Where applicable,
therapeutic drug level monitoring and assistance from a pharmacist in dosing medications
should be sought.

Dosing
-



Hypotension
-



All medications should be carefully reviewed for appropriate dose adjustments, as needed,
according to the presumed GFR. However, patients in AKI are usually not in steady state and
the estimated GFR should typically not be used to dose medications.

Low systolic and/or diastolic blood pressure due to any cause can precipitate or complicate AKI.
Rapid identification, evaluation, and correction of hypotension largely depends upon the cause
of hypotension and is critical to ameliorate the extent of kidney injury.

Contrast agents
-

After AKI has already occurred, intravascular contrast should not be given unless it is required
for an emergency or life-saving procedure, such as for treatment of ST-elevation myocardial
infarction (STEMI) or for a critical test such as identification of aortic dissection. In these cases,
the lowest possible dose of contrast agent should be used and standard prophylactic measures
should be administered.



Volume assessment and management
-



Hypovolaemic patients
-





Volume status should be assessed in all patients with AKI by physical exam. Correction of
volume depletion or volume overload (especially when associated with a higher risk of mortality
and other poor outcomes, and therefore, fluid therapy should be used with careful attention to
net fluid balance and avoiding overload.

Intravenous fluid therapy should be administered to patients with a clinical history consistent
with fluid loss such as vomiting and diarrhoea, a physical examination consistent with
hypovolaemia (hypotension and tachycardia) or oliguria. However, fluid therapy should be
avoided in patients with pulmonary oedema or clear evidence of anuria.

Goals of resuscitation
-

The overall goal of fluid therapy is to increase cardiac output and improve tissue oxygenation in
patients who are pre-load dependent or volume responsive. Administering fluids in patients
who are non-volume responsive is detrimental and should be avoided. Fluids should be
targeted to physiologic endpoints such as mean arterial pressure, or among patient in whom
invasive monitoring is utilised, to dynamic changes in cardiac output.

-

Prompt reversal of volume depletion in patients with a prerenal state may improve renal
perfusion and prevent progression to acute tubular necrosis (ATN). With certain causes of AKI,
maintenance of tubular flow rate and urine output may increase excretion of nephrotoxins and
protect against tubular injury. This is especially true for certain aetiologies such as
rhabdomyolysis

Choice and quantity of fluids

This depends upon the presence of other underlying conditions, the clinical assessment, and the patient’s
response to initial fluid therapy:
-

If hypovolaemia is confirmed: 1 to 3 litres of crystalloid with assessment of clinical response.

-

For volume responsive patients with a robust response in urine output and improvement in
GFR, and with persistent evidence of hypovolaemia or inability to maintain fluid balance,
maintenance isotonic fluids of 75ml/hr or greater may be given depending upon the ongoing
losses.

-

Among patients with AKI who have a volume status that is difficult to interpret e.g. older adult
patients or patients with reduced effective arterial blood volume, a smaller volume trial of up to
1 litre of isotonic fluid may be considered. Continued volume expansion in those that do not
positively respond to fluid administration after a fixed trial is discouraged.

-

Patients with conditions such as acute pancreatitis, rhabdomyolysis, or tumour lysis syndrome
may require more liberal fluid resuscitation.









Hypervolaemic patients
-

Hypervolaemia may be present upon initial evaluation or occur due to excessive fluid
administration in the setting of impaired ability to excrete sodium and water. This is especially
true for patients with sepsis who commonly receive aggressive intravenous fluid resuscitation.

-

Daily fluid balance is commonly positive in critically ill patients with ATN as a result of obligate
fluid intake due to the administration of antibiotics, blood products, other intravenous
medications and nutritional support. This may result in progressive volume expansion and
pulmonary oedema, which may be poorly tolerated in patients with acute lung injury and which
is associated with poor outcomes.

Role of diuretics
-

Diuretics may be used to relieve hypervolaemia among patients with AKI who are not anuric.

-

Loop diuretics are preferred as they provide a greater natriuretic effect than thiazide diuretics.

-

Dosing of loop diuretics varies inversely with GFR. Hence, high (or maximum) doses of diuretics
may be needed for patients with impaired GFR. Among hospitalised patients, diuretics are
generally given intravenously rather than orally since the absorption of oral agents is variable in
patients with decreased intestinal perfusion and motility and in those with mucosal oedema.

Correction of electrolyte imbalances
-

Hyperkalaemia

-

Hyperphosphataemia

-

Hypocalcaemia

-

Hypomagnesaemia and hypermagnesemia

Metabolic acidosis
-

RRT is initiated in patients with oliguric or anuric AKI who are volume overloaded and have
severe metabolic acidosis, unless the acidosis can be rapidly resolved by quickly correcting the
underlying aetiology e.g. diabetic ketoacidosis.

-

RRT is preferred to the administration of bicarbonate among hypervolaemic patients with
reduced urine output because bicarbonate administration results in a large sodium load that
may worsen volume overload. Among patients who are not hypervolaemic but who have
oliguria or anuria, bicarbonate therapy may produce volume overload and should therefore be
used cautiously.

-

Among patients with AKI, bicarbonate administration may be associated with serious side
effects due to hypocalcaemia and hypokalaemia. Bicarbonate administration may cause a
decrease in the level of ionised or free calcium because of a pH-dependent increase in the
binding of calcium to albumin. This could cause or worsen the symptoms of hypocalacaemia e.g.
tetany, since symptoms of hypocalcaemia reflect from the ionised, not total, calcium.

Goals of renal replacement therapy


Correction of acid-base balance.



Removal of inflammatory mediators.



Correction of electrolyte imbalance.



Prevention of fluid overload.



Maintenance of cardiovascular stability.



Access for nutritional support.

Other indications for treatment: overdose with a dialysable drug or toxin.
Some drugs are removed by RRT but some are not. As a general rule, drugs are cleared by RRT if
they are water-soluble and not highly protein-bound. Examples of drugs/toxins that are either
removed or not removed by RRT are outlined below.
Drugs/toxins removed








Lithium
Methanol
Ethylene glycol
Salicylates
Barbiturates
Metformin
Aminoglycosides, metronidazole,
carbapenems, cephalosporins and most
penicillins.

Drugs/toxins not removed









Digoxin
Tricyclics
Phenytoin
Glicazide
Beta-blockers (except atenolol)
Benzodiazepines
Macrolide and quinilone antibiotics
Warfarin

Choice of RRT techniques in the ICU
1. Intermittent haemodialysis (IHD) i.e. conventional renal dialysis involving renal unit nursing staff.
2. Continuous renal replacement therapies (CRRT) this is used the most frequently involving ICU
nursing staff and clearance is generally achieved using both convection and diffusion i.e. CVVHDF

The functional differences between the above techniques above can be classified in terms of


The mechanism of solute removal i.e. convection versus diffusion.



The duration of treatment i.e. continuous versus intermittent.

Basic anatomy of the filter or hollow fibre membrane



Inside the filter, the membrane presents itself in the form of a bundle of thousands of fine
‘capillaries’ or fibres.



The blood flows through the fine hollow fibres, which are surrounded by replacement fluid.



A membrane is defined as a thin film of a natural or synthetic material that is semi-permeable i.e. it
allows certain substances to pass through, but not others.



An example from nature is the glomerular basement membrane in the nephron.



In order to produce an ideal membrane for haemofiltration/haemodialysis, the permeability
properties for solutes and fluid should resemble those of the natural kidney.



Waste products of various molecular weights should penetrate easily, whereas plasma proteins like
albumin should not be allowed to pass from the bloodstream.

Solute clearance and molecules


The filters used in haemofiltration can remove fluid and solutes with a molecular weight up to
50,000 daltons.



Sodium, potassium, phosphate, ionised calcium, urea, creatinine, glucose and drugs not bound to
protein are examples of solutes that can be filtered out of the patient’s bloodstream.



Large molecules such as albumins and proteins cannot cross the membrane so they remain in the
blood that is returned to the patient.



According to the laws of diffusion, the larger the molecule, the slower its rate of transfer across the
membrane.



For example, urea with a molecular weight of just 60 daltons is cleared more efficiently than
creatinine that has amolecular weight of 113 daltons.

Inflammatory mediator molecular weights
Thromboxane A2 352
Platelet Activating Factor 524
Leukotriens 600
Complement 3a 10000
Complement 5a 11200
Interleukin 1,2 15000
Tumour necrosis factor alpha 17000
Interleukin 6 25000
Endotoxin 100000

Other molecular weights
Potassium 39 daltons.
Urea 60 daltons.
Creatinine 113 daltons.
Glucose 180 daltons.
Insulin 6000 daltons.
Heparin 12,000-15000 daltons.
Myoglobin 17,000 daltons.
Albumin 69,000 daltons.

Factors that affect the pharmokinetics whilst on RRT are:


Protein binding
-



Size of drug molecule & mode of RRT
-



Drugs given between sessions of IHD will not be cleared until the subsequent session.

Dose of RRT
-



Small molecules e.g < 500 daltons are cleared by types of RRT but as molecule size increases
diffusion becomes less effective.

Timing of RRT: IHD v CRRT
-



Drugs that are highly protein bound e.g warfarin, diazepam, propanolol & phenytoin are only
cleared by RRT in small amounts. However, as the patient’s protein level falls the free fraction
of the drug increases and so does its clearance.

Reduced flow rates/shorter sessions will reduce clearance of drugs.

Membrane permeability
-

Haemofilter membranes used in CRRT are permeable to most non-protein bound drugs.

Points to consider when prescribing drugs


Drug adjustment is often required.



Access to a pharmacist with expertise in drug dosing during CRRT is advisable.



Drug levels should be measured where possible.



Clinicians should be careful not to under-dose these patients, particularly if using antibiotics to
treat severe sepsis.



Refer to the ‘The Renal Drug Handbook’

GFR and e GFR in acute kidney injury


Medication use in the intensive care unit (ICU) depends on creatinine-based glomerular filtration
rate (GFR).



In patients with acute kidney injury, eGFR has not yet been validated; furthermore, it should be
clearly stated that eGFR is not an equivalent measure of GFR but only a transformation of the
serum creatinine value into a parameter that is static in nature and is not immediately related to
the physiology of the glomerular function in a specific moment.



There is significant evidence to suggest that e GFR over-estimates the true GFR and that this overestimation can persist for several days in the context of acute kidney injury.

Mechanisms of solute removal
Convection


Haemofiltration involves blood being pumped through an extracorporeal system/semi-permeable
membrane.



Solute removal is by solvent drag across the semi-permeable membrane that relies on a pressure
gradient.



Molecules that are small enough to pass through the membrane (< 50,000 Daltons) are dragged
across the membrane with the water by the process of convection.



Convection is extremely efficient at middle molecule clearance (MV > 500 Da).



Convection is less efficient at small molecule clearance (MV < 500 Da). Nevertheless, it is certainly
capable of clearing small molecules - but just takes longer to do so.

Advantages of haemofiltration








Best suited for haemodynamically unstable patients.
Creates less haemodynamic disturbance.
Gentler means of lowering urea and electrolytes.
Prevents large fluid shifts over short time (unlike haemodialysis).
Better control of fluid balance.
More flexibility for drugs and nutrition.
Clearance of middle molecules (MW > 500 Da).

“Disadvantages”





Slower at small molecule clearance (MW < 500 Da).
Heat loss.
Patient immobility
More labour intensive and more expensive than IHD.

Diffusion


Relies on a concentration gradient.



Solutes move across the membrane along their concentration gradient from an area of high
concentration to a low concentration.



In order to maintain concentration gradients and therefore enhance the efficiency of the system,
the dialysate flows countercurrent to the flow of the blood.



Diffusion does not require energy or work as it is due to the random motion of atoms and
molecules: the molecules are dispersed effortlessly across the semi-permeable membrane.



Diffusion is more efficient at small molecule exchange, e.g. urea and creatinine (MW < 500 Da).

Advantages of Haemodialysis




Intermittent treatment
Short treatment: usually 3-4 hours, 3 times a week.
Rapid removal and clearance of toxins (efficient at clearing MW < 500 Da)

Disadvantages of Haemodialysis






Poorly tolerated by haemodynamically unstable patients (high flow rates & rapid fall in plasma
osmolality).
Hypotension.
Arrythmias.
Muscular complications.
Disequilibrium syndrome.

Haemodialysis forms the basis of long term RRT for chronic renal disease but it is not often used in the
critical care setting.

Haemodiafiltration
This enables clearance using both convection and diffusion.

Above right: Diffusion

Above left: Convection
-

Molecules are removed by means of a
pressure gradient.
Especially effective at middle molecule
clearance e.g. inflammatory mediators

-

Combine the above processes

Molecules are removed by means of a
concentration gradient.
Especially effective at small molecule
clearance e.g. urea, potassium, creatinine

The Double-lumen Catheter (Vascath)

A central partition runs the entire length of the
catheter to allow for a 2-way system of blood flow.
Staggered lumen tips are designed to separate inflow
from outflow and help to reduce recirculation risk.

Choice of appropriate insertion site and catheter length
The following should be considered


Femoral catheters shorter than 20cm from hub to tip are associated with higher degrees of
recirculation.



Femoral catheters of at least 24cm in length may produce improved flow rate.



The subclavian approach carries with it the long-term risk of venous stenosis that may compromise
future ipsilateral, permanent upper limb arteriovenous access.



Subclavian access is therefore best avoided in the likelihood of progressing to chronic kidney
disease.



The internal jugular approach may be associated with a lower incidence of both accidental
pneumothorax and long-term venous stenosis in comparison with subclavian access, and is the
preferred upper body access.

There is an associated risk of thrombotic
complications when central lines are inserted into
the femoral veins.

Size of vascath


15cm right internal jugular or right subclavian



20cm (200mm) for left internal jugular or left subclavian

25cm (250mm) for femoral access

Femoral cannulation presents the risk of deep venous thrombosis.
When the catheter is placed in the femoral vein, the catheter will
be advanced to its entire length.
This means that when using a 25cm length catheter, the black
guide mark should be close to the skin.
A chest x-ray is not required so the access device can be used
immediately.
There is an increased risk of infection at this site, therefore the
use of a 2.5cm BioPatch is recommended.

Insertion procedure





As per central venous access procedure.
Trendelenburg.
CVC insertion sticker needs to be completed and filed in medical notes.
Vascath maintenance sheet needs to be completed.

Equipment required









Sterile disposable gown, sterile gloves, surgical face-mask and cap.
Sonosite ultrasound.
Sterile drapes and chloraprep 2%.
10ml syringe and 10ml Hepsal (or sodium chloride 0.9%).
5ml syringe and 5ml of 1% lignocaine.
Heparin (1000 units/ml) for locking the lumens.
Scalpel, gauze swabs, vascath, kimal needle, guide wire.
Red caps x 2, suture, occlusive dressing.

Catheter patency





20ml sodium chloride 0.9% via each port.
Heparin lock (use 1000 units per ml vial) and lock with volume directed on vas cath port.
Use red caps on vas cath ports.
Always remove the same volume from the vas cath prior to re-commencing treatment. This
removes the residual heparin in the dead space and prevents administering unwanted heparin
bolus to the patient especially for those with abnormal coagulation.

Equipment required for Prismaflex using citrate anticoagulation








Prismaflex ST150 set.
50ml leur lock syringe for calcium infusion and a calcium administration set
30mmol calcium chloride
5 litre bag Prismocitrate 18/0 on white scale(citrate is used as pre-dilution)
5 litre bag Prism0cal B22 on green scale (dialysate) – is calcium-free
5 litre bag Phoxilium on purple scale (post dilution) – contains 1.25mmol/L of calcium
0.9% sodium chloride - a total of 2 litres is needed to prime the ST150 circuit.

Priming procedure:


Do not press “start prime” until the vascath has been inserted and position confirmed.



Once primed the circuit should be used immediately.



Re-prime if not connected to the patient immediately (15 to 90 minutes).



Discard the circuit if it is not connected within 90 minutes.



Always select CVVHDF and always select NEW PATIENT for every priming procedure.

Prismaflex permits increased flow rates:


Blood flow rate: 10 to 450ml/min.



Replacement solution/fluid flow range: 0 to 8000ml/hr.



Dialysate flow rate range: 0 to 8000ml/hr.



PBP solution rate range: 0 to 8000ml/hr.



Effluent: 0 to 10,000ml/hr.

Replacement fluids:


Replacement fluids are simply crystalloid solutions which contain the same major plasma
electrolytes at physiological levels.



A buffer must be present to replace bicarbonate losses during filtration.



Bicarbonate is the preferred buffer and used in most ICUs.

Bicarbonate:


Bicarbonate is the preferred base, but precipitates with calcium or magnesium.



Two separate storage compartments in one bag: the seal needs to be broken just before treatment.



Once the seal is broken, the solution must be used within 24 hours otherwise it should be
discarded.



Useful in unstable patients where liver flow is compromised and when liver disease impairs lactate
metabolism.

Substitution bags are colour coded




Prismocitrate 18/0 bags have orange print.
Prism0cal B22 bags have black print. Compartment seal needs to be broken prior to use.
Phoxilium bags have green print. Compartment seal needs to be broken prior to use.

The electrolyte solution (compartment A) is added to the buffer solution (compartment B) by breaking the
compartment seals before use and mixing the contents. Due to chemical reasons, the solution is stable for
24 hours from the time that compartments A and B have been mixed. Do not break the compartment seal
until it is required.
Step 1: Immediately before use: remove the overwrap from the bag and mix the solutions in the two
different compartments. Hold the small compartment with both hands and squeeze it until an opening is
created in the peel seal.
Step 2: Squeeze with both hands on the large compartment until the peel seal between the two
compartments is entirely open. Shake gently to mix. Always break the seal between the compartments
before hanging the bag on the scales. The solution is now ready for use and can be hung on the
equipment.
Step 3: It’s very important that the correct replacement line is connected to the correct fluid bag.
Each scale is colour coded





Yellow circle: effluent.
White triangle: pre-blood pump fluid bag containing citrate
Green square: dialysate fluid bag containing B22 bicarbonate
Purple octagon: replacement fluid bag containing phoxiliium

Anticoagulation
During RRT, anticoagulation of the circuit is generally required to prevent clotting of the circuit, preserve
filter performance, optimise circuit survival, and prevent blood loss due to filter clotting.
Heparin or citrate anticoagulation may be used. Heparin has an associated risk of bleeding that is seen in 4
to 30% of patients. Also, heparin may not provide ideal anticoagulation in patients that have intrinsic
clotting system activation, antithrombin III deficiency, or evidence of intravascular coagulation. In
addition, despite the low incidence of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, the use of heparin may be
impossible in some heparin-induced cases.
Citrate seems to be an effective method of anticoagulation for CRRT in patients with contraindications to
heparin. However, this method increases the complexity of CRRT by requiring special replacement and/or
dialysate solutions to minimise metabolic complications in some cases and intravenous calcium re-infusion
to prevent hypocalcaemia.

Chemical properties of citric acid
The chemical formula for citric acid, which is weak organic acid, is C6 H8 07. It is a natural preservative and
is also used to add an acidic, or sour taste to foods and soft drinks. In biochemistry, it is important in the
metabolism of all living things.
Citrate acid is a citrate molecule with 3 H+ ions (protons). The citrate component of this molecule forms
complexes (chelates) with ionised calcium, magnesium and other divalent cations e.g. Mn2+, Fe2+ but
affinity to calcium and magnesium is highest.

Chemical properties of trisodium citrate
The chemical formula for trisodium citrate is Na3 C6 H5 O7. It is a conjugate base of a weak acid and
therefore organic neutral. Trisodium citrate is a salt of citric acid, sometimes simply referred to as sodium
citrate, although sodium citrate can refer to any of the 3 sodium salts of citric acid. Sodium citrate is used
as a preservative, flavouring agent and buffering agent in the food industry. In the medical field, it is used
in different ways. Sodium citrate is metabolised in the liver to bicarbonate.
Trisodium citrate is a citrate with 3 Na+ ions. The citrate component of this molecule also forms complexes
(chelates) with ionised calcium, magnesium and other divalent cations e.g. Mn 2+, Fe2+ but affinity to
calcium and magnesium is highest.

Role of calcium during citrate anticoagulation
Calcium is one of the coagulation factors (Factor IV) and participates in the clotting cascade.

Regulation of calcium in the body
Calcium plays an essential role in many cellular processes. The human body must closely regulate calcium
levels within a narrow physiological range. Even small changes in blood calcium levels can have dramatic
effects, such as muscle and brain dysfunction, heart failure and even death. Despite the essential role of
calcium, 99% of this electrolyte is found in the bones. Bones therefore are an important reserve of calcium
for use throughout the body.
Calcium homeostasis is controlled by 3 hormones: calcitonin, parathyroid hormone (PTH) and vitamin D.
Each of these hormones can manipulate bone cells and other tissues to raise or lower the concentration of
calcium in the blood. When the calcium level in the blood rises, the hormone calcitonin acts to reduce
blood calcium. When calcium levels are too low, PTH and vitamin D act synergistically to increase blood
calcium.

Function of calcium in the human body
The following illustrates the importance of calcium in the human body:


Supports the building and maintenance of strong bones and teeth, thus protecting against
osteoporosis.



Helps muscle contraction (including the heart) by allowing proteins which are found in the muscles,
such as actin and myosin to act properly.



Plays a role in the regulation of blood pressure.



Affects the release of neurotransmitters for nerve conduction.



Participates in the clotting cascade.

The role of calcium in the clotting cascade
Calcium, which is coagulation factor IV, plays an important role in the whole anticoagulation cascade. Its
ionised form participates in each of the 3 pathways: intrinsic, extrinsic and common.
1. Intrinsic pathway: Factor IXa, together with factor VIII, phospholid and ionised calcium convert
factor X to its activated form, factor Xa.
2. Extrinsic pathway: The combination of tissue factor with factor VIIa and ionised calcium convert
factor X to its activated form, factor Xa.
3. Common pathway: The final common sequence involves the combination of factor Xa and V,
phospholid and ionised calcium into a complex that converts prothrombin into thrombin.

Calcium plasma distribution in the patient
Calcium is present in blood plasma in 3 fractions which are in equilibrium with one another i.e. the ionised
and complex bound calcium which together comprise the diffusible and ultrafiltrable fraction, and the nondiffusible calcium which is bound to the plasma proteins. The ionised calcium is considered to be the
physiologically active fraction and must be maintained between 1.0 and 1.3mmol/l in the patient’s blood
plasma.
Calcium plasma distribution with citrate in the extracorporeal circuit
With the use of citrate as regional anticoagulation the plasma distribution will be influenced in the
extracorporeal circuit. Citrate chelates the active, ionised calcium fraction. This results in a decrease of
the ionised calcium fraction and an increase in the complex bound calcium in the blood inside the
extracorporeal circuit. To establish an adequate anticoagulation of the circuit, aiming for an ionised
calcium concentration in the circuit of < 0.35mmol/l.

Calcium distribution
In the blood
Ionised Ca (50%)
1.17 to 1.13mmol/l

Protein-bound Ca (40%)
0.95 to 1.2mmol/l
Complex-bound Ca (10%)
0.05mmol/l

←------------------- →

In the circuit
Ionised Ca (20%)
0.2 to 0.4mmol/l
Protein-bound Ca (40%)
0.95 to 1.2mmol/l
Complex-bound Ca (40%)
including Ca citrate
0.8 to 1.0mmol/l

Calcium loss during CRRT
When using citrate as an anticoagulation method, a certain amount of ionised, complex bound but also
some protein bound calcium will be cleared through the filter and lost in the effluent. This amount must
be compensated to avoid hypocalcaemia. Calcium and citrate-calcium complexes are small molecules.
Therefore, this part of the calcium loss in the effluent is proportional to the removal of small molecules.
The amount of calcium which is cleared by the filter and lost in the effluent depends on calcium
concentration in the blood, blood flow rate, fluid flow rates and filter size.

How does citrate work?


Clotting is a calcium dependent mechanism; chelating calcium within blood will inhibit clotting



Adding citrate to blood will bind the free calcium (ionised) calcium in the blood inhibiting clotting



Anticoagulation is limited to the extracorporeal circuit by infusing citrate into the arterial
(access/pre-blood pump) limb of the circuit



Systemic anticoagulation is avoided by restoring ionised calcium in the systemic circulation by
infusing calcium solution through the return line via a y-connector

Citrate mode of action

Blood flow in the set

Citrate chelates calcium

Calcium-citrate losses in effluent
Depending on the treatment mode and flow rates, a certain percentage of the calcium-citrate complex in
the blood is cleared by the filter and lost in the effluent. Consequently, only a portion of the infused citrate
is delivered to the patient. Based on the citrate infusion rate and the rate of citrate loss in the effluent, the
amount of citrate delivered to the patient can be calculated. This is called the ‘patient citrate load’. The
amount of calcium removed in the effluent as part of the citrate-calcium complex must be compensated to
avoid hypocalcaemia in the patient. The approximate amount can be calculated, based on patient data,
flow rates and assumptions.

When the citrate returns to the patient – citrate is converted into bicarbonate ( 1 citrate molecule = 3
bicarbonate molecules)

Bicarbonate

Prismocitrate 18/0









Infused into the blood as it leaves the patient by the Pre-blood pump (PBP) to achieve
anticoagulation effect
PBP rate is determined by the dose of citrate programmed and the blood pump speed
The default starting dose is 3mmol/l blood
The bag contains 18mmol/l citrate
Citrate returns to the patient, becomes metabolised to bicarbonate and therefore provides a
buffer ‘load’
Some citrate (and therefore buffer) is lost into the effluent (with calcium attached)
Effectively becomes anticoagulant and predilution replacement bicarbonate solution
Does not contain potassium

Prism0cal B22










Designed as dialysate with all key electrolytes at physiological concentrations to normalise
electrolytes
Slightly lower bicarbonate (22mmol/l) to adjust high bicarbonate load from citrate solution (18 →
54 bicarbonate)
Converse effect with flow rate to standard CRRT – increasing the rate removes more citrate
reducing the buffer load to the patient, decreasing it allows more citrate, therefore buffer to return
to the patient
Dependent on protocol initially for clearance however adjustments can assist in managing acidbase balance (rule out other possible causes for acid-base changes first). Remember, converse
effect from systemic anticoagulation
Does not contain calcium
Contains potassium 4mmol/l
Compartment A contains magnesium and glucose
When the seal is broken between compartment A and B the reconstituted fluid should appear clear and
colourless

Phoxilium









Administered into the extracorporeal circuit after the haemofilter (post dilution)
Contains 1.2mmol/l phosphate
May avoid the need for frequent intravenous phosphate supplementation
Does not contain citrate
Contains potassium 4mmol/l
Contains bicarbonate 30mmol/l
Compartment A contains calcium and magnesium
When the seal is broken between compartment A and B the reconstituted fluid should appear clear
and colourless

Calcium infusion


To keep the ionised calcium serum level of the patient’s blood between 1.0 and 1.3mmol/l, the
calcium loss in the effluent must be compensated.



Calcium chloride 10% is used. Do not use calcium gluconate 10%.



The calcium infusion is made up using 30mmol calcium in 30ml diluted to a total volume of 50ml to
provide a concentration of 0.6mmol/l.



Prior to drawing up the calcium: plunge the 50ml leur lock syringe several times – this helps get rid
of resistance pockets inside the syringe. Failure to do this may result in the haemofiltration
machine alarming ‘calcium line occluded’ or ‘calcium line not connected’.



Special calcium administration sets are used (CA250 sets) – no other administration sets should be
used. There is no need to change the administration set between each new syringe. The same
administration set is used for up to 72 hours.



The calcium infusion must be connected to the return line at all times using a y-connector.



It is recommended that the calcium infusion line is taped to the return line – as in the event of
haemofiltration lines requiring to be swapped, this ensures that the calcium infusion is always
returned to the patient via the return line. The calcium infusion must never be connected to the
access line. Refer to the image below for correct set-up.

Tape the Ca2+ and
return lines together
Return line

Ca2+ line

Connect priming
y-connector to
the return hub
on the vascath.

Before starting treatment

-

Check the blood results before the start of treatment to include:
Total calcium (NOT the corrected calcium value), magnesium and potassium levels.



Ensure a recent arterial blood gas includes documentation of the patient’s ionised calcium.



If ionised calcium (i.e. ABG) level is < 1.0mmol/L: administer 10mmol in 10ml of 10% calcium
chloride via central venous access and as prescribed on the drug kardex. Then check ionised calcium
level 1 hour after starting treatment as per protocol.



If the bicarbonate level is low: correct with replacement e.g. 100mls of 8.4% sodium bicarbonate
administered once only via central venous access and as prescribed on the drug kardex. An
alternative concentration of sodium bicarbonate may be prescribed as a continuous infusion at the
discretion of the ICU Consultant.

Setting up and priming the circuit


Choose CVVHDF.



Choose citrate – calcium via prismaflex syringe pump.



Follow the installation steps on the display screen.



Install Prismocitrate 18/0 on the white scale i.e. pre-blood pump scale (PBP)



Install Prism0cal B22 on the green scale i.e. dialysate scale.



Install Phoxilium on the purple scale i.e. replacement scale.



Prime the circuit with 2 litres of 0.9% sodium chloride – heparin is not required.



Install the 50ml leur-lock syringe containing the diluted calcium chloride into the prismaflex syringe
pump.

Connecting the treatment lines
1. Clamp both ports on the priming y-connector. Refer to the diagram on the previous page.
2. Ensure the access line is clamped before removing it from the y-connector.
3. Connect the access line (red) to the corresponding red vascath port.
4. Ensure the return line is clamped before removing it from the effluent drainage bag.
5. Connect the return line (blue) to one of the y-connector ports.
6. Connect effluent line to the effluent bag.
7. Next connect they-connector (already containing the blue return line and calcium CA250 line) to
the corresponding blue vascath port.
8. Now connect the return line (blue) with its y-connector to the corresponding blue vascath port.
9. Tape both the y-connector ports together i.e. calcium and return. This ensures that the calcium
and return line will always stay together in the event that treatment lines need to be swapped.
10. Press continue → Unclamp all lines.

Start treatment


Start blood pump speed at 100ml/min: this will enable assessment of operating pressures.



If operating pressures are not ideal at 100ml/min: stop treatment, clamp all lines & swap treatment
lines. Ensure that the calcium and the return lines are both taped together.



As soon as blood flow at 100ml/min is achieved, refer to the flow rates on the table below and
commence treatment as per patient’s bodyweight.



Working example for gentle increment of parameters for patient bodyweight of 70kg: start
dialysate gently at 600mls and start replacement at 500mls. Assess at 20 to 30 seconds and then
increase dialysate further to 1200mls. Finally increase blood pump speed to 120ml/min. Gentle
increment should be done on all new patients and especially in patients that are haemodynamically
unstable.



Initiate patient fluid removal as required.



The actual treatment dose is effluent minus 15% downtime.

Troubleshooting treatment
1. The fluid on the dialysate (green) scale must never be changed or discontinued: this scale should
always have Prism0cal on it. The rate of infusion can be changed as per guidelines.
2. If hyperkalaemia or increasing acidosis is a concern, then this may be managed by increasing to a
higher weight range e.g. if 80kg – pump speed 130ml, dialysate 1300ml and replacement 500ml,
suggest increasing parameters to at least 2 or 3 weight ranges up to increase clearance. So
parameters for 100kg would apply i.e. pump speed 150ml, dialysate 1500ml and replacement rate
600ml/hr.
3. If increasing alkalosis is a concern, then this may be managed by decreasing to a lower weight
range e.g. if 80kg – pump speed 130ml, dialysate 1300ml and replacement 500ml, suggest
decreasing parameters to at least 2 or 3 weight ranges down to reduce clearance. So parameters
for 60kg would apply i.e. pump speed 110, dialysate 1100 and replacement 400ml.
4. Alternative treatment should be considered if (i) citrate accumulation cannot be resolved or (ii) the
patient develops a metabolic acidosis as a result of changes made to resolve an accumulation and
the acidosis cannot be resolved.
5. Remember: any changes to any of the parameters means that hourly measurement of both total
and ionised calcium will need to be recommenced until stable for 2 hours i.e. the results are in the
normal ideal values range for at least 2 hours.

Flow rates
Mode: CVVHDF - Starting citrate dose is 3.0mmol/L blood - Starting calcium compensation is 100%
Weight
(kg)

Blood pump speed
(ml/min)

Dialysate
(ml/hr)

Replacement post-filter
(ml/hr)

Actual treatment
dose obtained

50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180

1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800

200
400
500
500
500
600
700
800
1000

37ml/kg/hr
37ml/kg/hr
35ml/kg/hr
33ml/kg/hr
31ml/kg/hr
31ml/kg/hr
30ml/kg/hr
30ml/kg/hr
30ml/kg/hr

Treatment monitoring is made up of four components
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ionised calcium: post filter and patient.
Total calcium/ionised calcium patient ratio.
pH, acid-base balance.
U+E’s and other once daily blood checks obtained at 0600hrs.

Ionised calcium – post filter and patient


Once treatment is initiated and blood flow has been established, at 60 minutes obtain two separate
blood samples so that the ionised calcium can be checked. The first sample is taken from the
patient’s arterial line and the second sample is taken from the blue port on the filter.



Using a blood gas syringe obtain the first sample from the patient’s arterial line – apply red ART
sticker to identify syringe.



Using a blood gas syringe and either a blue or orange needle, obtain the second sample from the
blue sampling port on the ST150 and clean the sample site with an alcohol wipe.



Check results for each and alter according to the Adjustment table on the following page.



The above needs to be repeated at 1 hour and also whenever the following are carried out:

-

After starting CRRT.

-

When the citrate infusion rate or calcium infusion rate has been changed.

-

When the blood pump speed and/or rate of any of the replacement bags has been changed

-

Or after recirculation.
Compare the results
from each sample and
refer to the
adjustment table to
guide treatment.

Continue to measure hourly until stable for 2 consecutive hours – then check every 6 hours. Press System
Tools to increase the interval period to 6 hours.

Treatment Adjustment Table
If there are any changes in citrate dose or calcium compensation % hourly checks need to be carried out

Compare results

Filter Ca2+ > 0.50

Citrate dose increased by
0.5mmol/L blood.

Filter Ca2+ > 0.25 to 0.5

Filter Ca2+ < 0.25

Calcium compensation
increased by 10%

Citrate dose decreased by
0.5mmol/L blood

Citrate dose decreased by
0.5mmol/L blood

Patient (arterial)
Ca2+ < 1.0

Calcium compensation is
increased by 10%.

Patient (arterial)
Ca2+ 1.0 to 1.3

Citrate dose increased by
0.5mmol/L blood

Normal ideal values

Patient (arterial)
Ca2+ > 1.3

Calcium compensation
decreased by 10%

Calcium compensation
decreased by 10%

Calcium compensation
decreased by 10%
Citrate dose decreased by
0.5mmol/L blood

Consider the potential for citrate accumulation


Increasing requirements for calcium compensation could indicate citrate accumulation
and in this context the calcium ratio should be checked.

Approximately half of the citrate calcium complexes are removed by dialysis from the blood. The remaining
citrate is metabolised to form bicarbonate in the liver and in the muscles.
In severe liver dysfunction the metabolism of citrate may be compromised and accumulation of citrate can
occur. Most of these patients also present with high lactate concentrations due to liver failure or poor
perfusion.
The impaired citrate metabolism can result in low systemic ionised calcium and increased total calcium
with an increase in the total to ionised calcium ratio.
Citrate accumulation should be considered in patients with persistent hypocalcaemia despite increase in
calcium compensation. Signs that are indicative of accumulation are:
-

Calcium compensation is > 150%
Total calcium < 3mmol/L in relation to high or increasing calcium ratio.
Unexplained/unresolving metabolic acidosis in conjunction with a high lactate.

Diagnosis of citrate accumulation
A calcium ratio greater than 2.5 is diagnostic of citrate accumulation.
The calcium ratio should be measured
1. Initially 6 hours after starting RRT.
2. Subsequently once every 24 hours.
3. Every 12 hours in liver failure.
4. One hour after making any changes to resolve an outstanding citrate accumulation.
How to measure the calcium ratio


A fresh sample needs to be sent to biochemistry → request total calcium level.



At the same time as obtaining the blood sample for total calcium level, obtain an ABG sample
and enter the ionised calcium level into the following formula.



Once the total calcium level result is obtained from the lab, divide the patient’s total calcium
(or uncorrected calcium level) by the patient’s ionised calcium.
Total uncorrected calcium (lab)
= calcium ratio
Patient’s ionised calcium (ABG value)

Calcium ratio value
< 2.5 is normal

> 2.5

Action
-

Check once daily

-

Liver failure patients: check twice daily.

-

Seek medical support.

-

Aim post filter calcium of 0.4 to 0.5mmol/L by reducing citrate dose in
0.2mmol/L increments until this range is achieved.

-

Repeat ionised calcium check and new total calcium sample at 1 hour.
If ratio remains above 2.5 despite post filter calcium of 0.4 to
0.5mmol/L then consider:
1. Reducing blood pump speed by 20: this will reduce total
administered citrate dose. Repeat calcium ratio at 1 hour i.e.
ionised calcium check and new total calcium check.

For every change
made, a new blood
sample for total
calcium will need to
be sent to the lab.

2. If the calcium ratio at 1 hour remains above 2.5, consider doubling
the base line dialysate flow: this will increase citrate clearance.
3. Repeat calcium ratio at 1 hour i.e. ionised calcium check and new
total calcium check. If at 1 hour the calcium ratio remains above
2.5, consider stopping citrate and use an alternative anticoagulant
or no anticoagulant.

Alternative treatment should be considered if (1) citrate accumulation cannot be resolved or (2) the patient
develops a metabolic acidosis as a result of changes made to resolve an accumulation and the acidosis cannot be
resolved.

Timing of calcium monitoring
Calcium monitoring timing summary

Initially

And then

Hourly for 2 consecutive hours
until stable

6 hourly

Hourly for 2 consecutive hours
until stable

6 hourly

Post filter ionised calcium
(blood sample in ABG syringe obtained from
ST150 circuit)
Target 0.25mmol to 0.50 mmol/L
Patient systemic ionised blood calcium
(ABG sample from patient’s arterial line)
Target 1.0 to 1.3 mmol/L

Daily and twice daily in
liver failure.

Patient total calcium (NOT corrected calcium)
Target 2.20 to 2.50 mmol/L

After 6 hours
Within an hour if
changes made.

Calcium ratio
Total calcium/patient systemic ionised calcium

Daily and twice daily in
liver failure.
After 6 hours

Target ratio < 2.5

Within an hour if
changes made.

Prescribing and monitoring chart:
-

Ensure that all the replacement fluids and the calcium infusion is prescribed on the drug kardex.

-

Ensure hypocalcaemia is treated prior to starting treatment – refer to page 1.

-

Complete monitoring chart each hour.

-

Record total calcium levels on patient’s blood results sheet.

-

Record post filter ionised calcium and patient ionised calcium on monitoring chart.

-

Update haematocrit value on the prismaflex machine once daily at 0600hrs – ideally refer to the lab
result as this is more accurate – however haematocrit from ABG may be used.

-

Update total calcium level on the observation chart when 0600hrs blood results are obtained .

Haemofilter life


Frequent haemofilter clotting reduces effective CRRT treatment time and may result in blood loss.
This has consequences for the effectiveness of clearance and dose and may increase blood
transfusion requirements.



The use of citrate anticoagulation is associated with increased haemofilter life but is not possible to
make a definitive statement regarding haemofilter survival time.



There are many patient-related factors such as activation of coagulation, platelet count and
haematocrit, that also influence filter life.



In addition, catheter-related factors such as length, diameter and positioning, must be taken into
account. The haemofilter itself is another variable which may influence filter survival.



Finally, treatment-related factors such as modality, blood flow, filtration fraction and operator
troubleshooting response time, need also to be considered.

The haemofilter needs to be changed


When the ‘filter has clotted’ alarm appears. Signs of filter clotting include: increasing filter pressure
alarms, increasing pressure drop, “kicking” of treatment lines, darkening of blood inside the filter.



End of filter life (72 hours) – never run the filter beyond 72 hours as this may increase the risk of
filter rupture.



If blood appears in the waste collection bag as demonstrated by pink ultrafiltrate – often a sign of
filter rupture. A blood leak detected alarm appears. In the event of a filter rupture, a Datix needs
to be completed.

The opposite image shows a filter rupture – blood appears in the
waste collection bag and a blood leak detected alarm appears.
If ultrafiltrate turns pink – it may be useful to consider medications
that colour it red/pink e.g. rifampicin

The opposite image shows the blood leak detector.
If the blood leak detector alarm is triggered – inspect all tubing
within the circuit for the appearance of blood. Also inspect the
entry point on the effluent bag and observe for any obvious sign of
blood flowing into the waste bag.
Ensure that bright sunlight is not directed at the blood leak
detector site as this may trigger a ‘leak detected’ alarm

Safety features of the haemofiltration machine
Air detector/line clamp
The air bubble detector continuously monitors the return line for air. The return line clamp provides
additional safety to the patient. Should an abnormal or unsafe condition occur, such as air in blood or a
blood leak in the filter, the blood pump stops and the clamp is then closed.
Deaeration chamber
Manages air. In the return line, the deaeration chamber provides a unique
conveyance path that works like a vortex to propel all air out of the blood and
prevents air/blood interface. A minimum of 200-500ml/hr of post filter
replacement is recommended to minimise clotting and foaming in the
deaeration chamber. The level of fluid in the chamber can be adjusted up or
down to the optimum level by the provision of arrow keys on a special screen.

Blood leak detector
Continuously monitors the effluent line for the presence of red blood cells, indicating a leak in the filter
membrane. The presence of blood in the effluent bag may cause the contents to appear red or pink. The
blood leak detector must be re-normalised if the effluent line is repositioned or removed and then
reinserted into the blood leak detector after treatment has started. This is done by pressing the
NORMALISE BLD softkey.

Scales and pumps
Continuously and precisely weighs the fluid removed, the replacement fluid
returned to the patient, and the dialysate being used. Alarms when it is
necessary to change these bags. Always wait until prompted to change the bag.
Never change bags before the machine alarms as they can cause inaccurate
information in the treatment history.

Periodic self-test
The self-test begins 10 minutes after the treatment starts and then occurs every 2 hours thereafter. The
test checks the operation of the air bubble detector, blood leak detector, and the pressure sensors.

Pressure pods
Continuously monitor different pressures during treatment and will alarm to alert of any abnormal
pressure condition.

Excess patient fluid loss or weight gain limit


This is programmed to 400 ml within 3 hours.

Access pressures


Normal range: -30 to –150mmHg and the limit is -250mmHg. The access pod
monitors the pressure.

Pulling blood
from the vascath



Blood is pulled away from the patient into the circuit via the access line.



Therefore the access pressure must always read negative. The access pressure should never be
positive.



When initiating treatment, the blood pump is set at 100ml/min. Always check the display screen
for the access (and return) pressure measurement before introducing any other parameters. If the
access pressure is high or verging on upper end of acceptable limits, then swapping lines is the best
options.



If the pressures remain high despite the swapping of lines, it may be that the position of the
vascath is the underlying problem. Check that the correct vascath length is used. Try rotating the
vascath.



A positive access measurement will prompt the machine to alarm ‘access disconnection’. The
alarm occurs if the access pressure is more positive than –10mmHg and the access pressure
operating point is more negative than –10mmHg. Check access line for clamped/kinked lines.
Check that the blood rate is not too low. Consider performing self-test procedure.



If the machine alarms ‘access pressure extremely negative’ then check for clamped/kinked lines or
patient movement. Consider reducing blood pump flow rate. Consider performing self-test
procedure.

Possible causes of access extremely negative alarms:
1. The patient is moving, coughing or being suctioned. Action: wait 15 seconds for self-clearing
attempt.
2. Access line is clamped, kinked or partially blocked. Action: if a self-clear attempt fails, wait until the
pressure is back to normal in the non self-clearing screen, then press continue.
3. Access catheter is clotted or out of position in vein, or blood flow rate is too high for the access
device. Action: reposition/rotate the vascath. Consider performing self-test procedure.

How to rotate the vascath:

1. Image above left: the white hub (yellow arrow) needs to be rotated. Hold on to the clip (black
circle) that is used for anchoring/suturing the vascath
2. Image above right: press down on the clip (black circle) and now fully rotate the vascath. The
opposite side of the white hub is now revealed with the gamcath inscription.
3. Rotating the vascath may relieve pressure of the catheter tip lying against the vessel wall.

Return pressures


Typical range: +50 to +250mmHg and the limit is +350mmHg. The return port
monitors the pressure.



Blood is pushed back to the patient.



Therefore the return pressure must always read positive.



The filter pressure and the return pressure form a close relationship. What affects one usually
affects the other.



The machine may alarm ‘Return disconnection’ or ‘Return Pressure Extremely Positive’.



Return disconnection alarm – This alarm occurs if the return pressure is lower than +10mmHg and
the return pressure operating point is higher than +10mmHg. Check for clamped/kinked lines.
Make sure the vascath is securely connected to both the return line and the patient. Consider
performing self-test procedure.



Return Pressure Extremely Positive – This alarm occurs if the return pressure is more positive than
the set limit (350mmHg). Possible causes include the patient is moving, coughing or being
suctioned. Check for clamped/kinked lines. Relieve pressure in return line by pressing release
clamp and press continue. Consider performing self-test procedure.

Pushing blood back
to the patient

Filter pressures


Typical range: +80 to +400mmHg and the limit is +500mmHg. The filter pod
monitors the pressure.
Pushing blood
through the filter



Blood is pushed along the filter.



Therefore the filter pressure must always read positive.



The filter pod measures the highest pressure in the prismaflex set.



If pressures are in excess, then the machine may alarm ‘Filter is clotted’ or ‘Filter pressure
extremely positive’.



Filter is clotted alarm – This alarm occurs if the filter pressure minus the return pressure is 
250mmHg (e.g. Filter 350 – Return 100 = 250 mmHg). When the ‘Filter is clotting’ alarm occurs,
proceed to elective termination of treatment.



Filter pressure extremely positive alarm - first, check for clamped/kinked lines. The machine is
operating at a high return pressure and clotting has begun in the filter. Reduce the replacement
flow rate (PBP) and proceed to elective termination of treatment

Effluent pressure

Effluent pressure can be
positive or negative



Typical range: > + 50 to -150mmHg. The effluent pod monitors the pressure.



The effluent line removes dialysate + replacement fluids and any fluid removed from the patient to
the waste bag.



The effluent pod measures the pressure in the effluent line as the ultrafiltrate exits the haemofilter.



The effluent pressure can be positive or negative.



The effluent pressure requires to be monitored because of its close relation to the filter and return
measurements. This relationship results in the transmembrane pressure.



Over time, during the treatment as membrane permeability  the TMP 

TMP =

Filter Pressure + Return Pressure - Effluent Pressure
2

Transmembrane pressure


A TMP above +350mmHg will produce an advisory alarm.



A TMP > 450mmHg will produce a “TMP excessive” alarm.



The amount of increase and the rate of TMP increase contribute to the “Filter is Clotting” alarm.

TMP is the pressure exerted on the filter
membrane during operation and reflects
the difference between blood and fluid
compartments.
It reflects the ability of the push and pull
effect of blood and fluid during treatment.

Filter pressure drop

Filter pressure drop is another indicator of
clotting.
It is an indication of the pressures in the
hollow fibres of the filter.
It will slowly rise with filter use as the hollow
fibres become filled with microscopic clot.
The amount and rate of increase determines
the activation of the “filter is clotting” alarm.

Preparation of vascath prior to connecting the patient to the haemofilter
Preventing infection
This is an aseptic procedure and asepsis must be adhered to at all times. Do not take short cuts. Two
nurses are required for the procedure. Use sterile gauze/alcohol wipes to handle the connections.

Equipment needed for connecting








Sterile dressing pack
Sterile gloves
2 x 20ml syringes
2 x 2ml syringes
2 x 20ml 0.9% Na.Cl. for injection (or use 50ml bag and codan spike – easier/quicker to draw up)
Green needle
2 x Clinell alcohol wipes

Procedure






Record baseline observations
Prepare sterile field
Draw up 2 x 20ml syringes of 0.9% Sodium Chloride for injection.
Clean thoroughly around connection area with alcohol wipe for 15 seconds and allow to dry.
Ensure both clamps (one on each lumen) are closed to prevent blood flow.

Arterial port


Remove red cap using sterile gauze. Apply 2ml syringe and remove the volume as indicated on the
clamp. Aspirating back this volume of blood removes the heparin from the dead-space of the port.
Close the clamp.



Connect 20ml syringe containing 0.9% Sodium Chloride for injection. Open clamp. Connect the
syringe and aspirate back (to verify flashback of blood). Assess the flow within the catheter from
the lumen to feel whether it progresses smoothly or whether a degree of resistance is felt: if you
can withdraw 20mls of blood in 6 seconds and return 20mls of blood in 6 seconds, this will give
the equivalent of a 200ml/minute blood pump speed. Flush with 20ml saline. Close the clamp.

Venous port


Remove red cap using sterile gauze. Apply 2ml syringe and remove the volume as indicated on the
clamp. Aspirating back this volume of blood removes the heparin from the dead-space of the port.
Close the clamp.



Connect 20ml syringe containing 0.9% Sodium Chloride for injection. Open clamp. Connect the
syringe and aspirate back (to verify flashback of blood). Assess the flow within the catheter from
the lumen to feel whether it progresses smoothly or whether a degree of resistance is felt: if you
can withdraw 20mls of blood in 6 seconds and return 20mls of blood in 6 seconds, this will give you
the equivalent of a 200ml/minute blood pump speed. Flush with 20ml saline. Close the clamp.

Connecting the patient to the haemofiltration machine
Anticipate hypotension when putting a patient on the haemofilter for the first time




Draw up 10mg metaraminol diluted to a total volume of 10ml (concentration of 1mg/ml)
Assess patient’s blood pressure immediately prior to treatment.
In the event of hypotension or deteriorating blood pressure – administer 1mg increments as
required. Inform medical staff if there is no immediate response to rescue boluses of metaraminol.

Connecting the treatment lines
1. Clamp both ports on the priming y-connector.
2. Ensure the access line is clamped before removing it from the y-connector.
3. Connect the access line (red) to the corresponding red vascath port.
4. Ensure the return line is clamped before removing it from the effluent drainage bag.
5. Connect the return line (blue) to one of the y-connector ports.
6. Connect effluent line to the effluent bag.
7. Next connect they-connector (already containing the blue return line and calcium CA250 line) to
the corresponding blue vascath port.
8. Now connect the return line (blue) with its y-connector to the corresponding blue vascath port.
9. Tape both the y-connector ports together i.e. calcium and return. This ensures that the calcium
and return line will always stay together in the event that treatment lines need to be swapped.
10. Press continue → Unclamp all lines.
Start treatment


Start blood pump speed at 100ml/min: this will enable assessment of operating pressures.



If operating pressures are not ideal at 100ml/min: stop treatment, clamp all lines & swap treatment
lines. Ensure that the calcium and the return lines are both taped together



As soon as blood flow at 100ml/min is achieved, refer to the flow rates on the table below and
commence treatment as per patient’s bodyweight.



Working example for gentle increment of parameters for patient bodyweight of 70kg: start
dialysate gently at 600mls and start replacement at 500mls. Assess at 20 to 30 seconds and then
increase dialysate further to 1200mls. Finally increase blood pump speed to 120ml/min. Gentle
increment should be done on all new patients and especially in patients that are haemodynamically
unstable.



Initiate patient fluid removal as required.



The actual treatment dose is effluent minus 15% downtime.

Troubleshooting treatment
1. The fluid on the dialysate (green) scale must never be changed or discontinued: this scale should
always have Prism0cal on it. The rate of infusion can be changed as per guidelines.
2. If hyperkalaemia or increasing acidosis is a concern, then this may be managed by increasing to a
higher weight range e.g. if 80kg – pump speed 130ml, dialysate 1300ml and replacement 500ml,
suggest increasing parameters to at least 2 or 3 weight ranges up to increase clearance. So
parameters for 100kg would apply i.e. pump speed 150ml, dialysate 1500ml and replacement rate
600ml/hr.
3. If increasing alkalosis is a concern, then this may be managed by decreasing to a lower weight
range e.g. if 80kg – pump speed 130ml, dialysate 1300ml and replacement 500ml, suggest
decreasing parameters to at least 2 or 3 weight ranges down to reduce clearance. So parameters
for 60kg would apply i.e. pump speed 110, dialysate 1100 and replacement 400ml.
4. Alternative treatment should be considered if (i) citrate accumulation cannot be resolved or (ii) the
patient develops a metabolic acidosis as a result of changes made to resolve an accumulation and
the acidosis cannot be resolved.
5. Remember: any changes to any of the parameters means that hourly measurement of both total
and ionised calcium will need to be recommenced until stable for 2 hours i.e. the results are in the
normal ideal values range for at least 2 hours.

If changing from one weight range to another or if there
are any changes to calcium compensation or citrate dose –
recommence hourly measurements until results obtained
are in the normal ideal values range for at least 2 hours.

Attention to calcium and magnesium levels


Hypocalcaemia may occur if calcium is not compensated properly after a certain amount is lost in
the effluent. Systemic ionised hypocalcaemia may also occur if calcium-citrate complexes are
accumulating. Hypocalcaemia can cause tetany, confusion and arrhythmia in severe situations.
Frequent monitoring of ionised calcium is necessary to assess the calcium level of the patient’s
serum and to make appropriate adjustments in the calcium reinfusion rate. It is recommended to
assess the total calcium concentration once a day to detect possible calcium-citrate complex
accumulation.



Hypercalcaemia may occur if calcium compensation it too aggressive for reinfusion of calcium
continues after the CRRT treatment and citrate anticoagulation have been stopped. In this case,
the calcium infusion to the patient must be stopped. Hypercalcaemia can cause hallucinations,
coma or arrhythmia. Frequent monitoring of ionised calcium is necessary to assess the calcium
level of the patient’s serum to make appropriate adjustments in the calcium reinfusion rate.



Hypomagnesaemia may occur due to increased loss of magnesium, bound to citrate, in the
effluent. Magnesium replacement may be required using direct infusion.

Procedure for disconnecting the patient
This is an aseptic procedure and asepsis must be adhered to at all times. Do not take short cuts. Two
nurses are required for the procedure. Use sterile gauze to handle the connections.
Equipment












Sterile dressing pack
Sterile gloves
500ml bag 0.9% Na.Cl
Spike – haemofiltration spike (not a codan spike as the connection is not secure)
2 x 20ml syringes
2 x 20ml 0.9% Na.Cl
2 x 2ml syringes
Heparin vial 1000iu/ml
Green needle
2 x Clinell alcohol wipes
2 x sterile red caps

Procedure



















This is an aseptic procedure. Prepare sterile field.
Draw up 20ml sodium chloride 0.9% into each 20ml syringe.
Draw up the required volume of heparin (1000iu/ml) into each 2ml syringe.
Press ‘stop’ key on the status screen. Machine automatically goes into standby mode. Press ‘end
treatment’ key.
Options are to end treatment with or without returning the blood in the circuit to the patient.
Returning the blood can be done electively. However, if the filter has already clotted, then this
won’t be possible.
If returning the blood is not an option – the volume of blood not returned to the patient is
approximately 200ml.
In the ‘end treatment’ screen press ‘return blood’ key and follow the instruction on the machine.
Clamp both lumens of the catheter. Disconnect access (red) line and connect spike. Hand this to
the assisting nurse who will then connect the spike to a 500ml bag 0.9% Sodium Chloride and then
mount the bag on the hook on the side of the machine.
Clean the access lumen with an alcohol wipe. Place the 20ml syringe filled with sodium chloride on
the lumen. Unclamp access line, aspirate back (for flashback of blood) and flush with sodium
chloride. Clamp access line.
Follow the instructions on the ‘return blood’ screen.
As soon as sufficient blood volume of blood is returned (200ml) - clamp return (blue) lumen.
Disconnect return (blue) line. Clean lumen with alcohol wipe. Place 20ml syringe filled with sodium
chloride on lumen. Unclamp return line, aspirate back (for flashback of blood) & flush with sodium
chloride. Clamp return line.
Flush each of the lumens with the required volume of 1000iu/ml heparin. Connect a sterile red cap
to each port.
Return to on-screen instructions. Clamp all treatment lines including the calcium line
When ready, press ‘unload’ to remove the set from the machine.
Dispose of set in thick orange clinical waste bag. Empty effluent bag contents in to the sluice
wearing apron, gloves and eye protection gear. Dispose of all sharps into sharps container.
The patient’s treatment history can be reviewed (e.g. fluid removed during the last hour) prior to
switching the machine off. Always download data.

In the rare event of citrate accumulation – citrate treatment will be discontinued as follows
First refer to the following troubleshooting guidance for calcium ratio > 2.5 as this may reduce the need to
discontinue citrate treatment:


Seek medical support. If the following troubleshooting processes fail to correct the problem the
citrate infusion needs to be stopped. Phone the 24-hour helpline as appropriate.



Aim post filter calcium of 0.4 to 0.5mmol/L by reducing citrate dose in 0.2mmol/L increments until
this range is achieved.



Repeat ionised calcium check and new total calcium sample at 1 hour. If ratio remains above 2.5
despite post filter calcium of 0.4 to 0.5mmol/L then consider:

1. Reducing blood pump speed by 20: this will reduce total administered citrate dose. Repeat calcium
ratio at 1 hour i.e. ionised calcium check and new total calcium check.
2. If the calcium ratio at 1 hour remains above 2.5, consider doubling the base line dialysate flow: this
will increase citrate clearance.
3. Repeat calcium ratio at 1 hour i.e. ionised calcium check and new total calcium check. If at 1 hour
the calcium ratio remains above 2.5, consider stopping citrate and use an alternative anticoagulant
or no anticoagulant.

Stopping the citrate infusion and changing over to heparin or NO anticoagulation


All 3 substitution fluid bags continue to be suspended on each of the scales but the citrate infusion
is switched off.



In the anticoagulation display screen turn citrate dose to zero and do same for calcium
compensation.



A minimum calcium compensation of 5% may still appear on the display screen – this is ok as the
calcium infusion rate should now read 0ml/hr. Clamp the calcium infusion line.



However the blood flow rate needs to change to 250ml/min. Refer to the table on the following
page.



Proceed to heparin anticoagulation if there are no contra-indications and ensure heparin is
prescribed in the continuous infusion section of the drug kardex.



Heparin dose range 500units to 1500units per hour. Request APPT ratio at 0600hrs and 1800hrs.



Using a 20ml leur-lock syringe draw up 20,000 units heparin in 20ml and install into an external
syringe driver i.e. agilia and connect directly to the anticoagulation port on the haemofiltration
circuit.

Treatment dose


All replacement will now be delivered by using a single 5-litre bag of phoxilium on the purple
replacement scale. When changing over to heparin anticoagulation or no anticoagulation, higher
blood flow rates will need to be used to ensure reasonable filter life.



In the context of ongoing acidosis/sepsis refer to the exchange volume in the 35ml/kg/hr row.



In the context of near-normalised U/E’s and resolving acidosis refer to the exchange volume in the
25ml/kg/hr row.

Infusion Rate Starting Settings for CVVH treatment using HEPARIN anticoagulation or No anticoagulation
Bodyweight

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

Blood flow

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

35ml/kg/hr

1400 1575 1750 1925 2100 2275 2450 2625 2800 2975 3150 3325 3500

25ml/kg/hr

1000 1125 1250 1375 1500 1625 1750 1875 2000 2125 2250 2375 2500

Heparin anticoagulation
The aim is to anticoagulate the filter and not the patient. The APTT should be monitored to avoid
excessive anticoagulation but there is no evidence that elevating the APTT prolongs filter life.
Unfractionated heparin is fully reversible with protamine.
Contra-indications for heparin infusion


Diagnosis of any significant bleeding disorder.



When a high risk of bleeding is anticipated.



International Normalised Ratio (INR) >2.0.

Stop heparin infusion when


Platelet count < 60 or as otherwise directed by medical staff.



APTT ratio > 2.5 or as otherwise directed by medical staff.



PTT ≥ 40 or as otherwise directed by medical staff.

Pharmacological DVT prophylaxis
Unless, the patient’s coagulation is deranged, it is feasible that pharmacological DVT prophylaxis may be
prescribed whilst the patient is receiving heparin via the haemofiltration circuit.

During CRRT using heparin the following blood sampling is required twice daily at 0600hrs and 1800hrs


U/Es and FBC



If the patient is receiving heparin via the filter: request APTT ratio.



If the patient is not receiving heparin via the filter: request coagulation screen.

Patient going to theatre or scan and expected to return in less than 2 hours?

Recirculation may be necessary if the patient needs to be temporarily disconnected from the set. Two
recirculation procedures are available from Choose Recirculation Mode screen:
1. Saline recirculation which recirculates saline solution in the blood lines after blood return. This
procedure will require a priming before patient reconnection. Saline recirculation can be
performed for maximum 120 minutes.
2. Blood recirculation which recirculates the blood into the lines after the patient has been
disconnected. Blood recirculation can be performed for maximum 60 minutes.

Saline Recirculation Procedure
To perform a saline recirculation procedure following is needed


Saline bag to return blood to patient and to perform the recirculation.



Priming solution to prime the set after the recirculation and before reconnecting to the patient.



A y-connector is needed to join the access and return lines during the recirculation.



Stop the calcium infusion immediately before choosing recirculation mode



Press ‘End treatment’ and then Choose Recirculation Mode screen, followed by SALINE RECIRC.



Hang a bag of saline on the priming hook and connect a y-line to the saline bag. Prime the y-line
with the priming solution.



Disconnect the access line from the patient and connect it to the bag of sterile saline using the yline, then enter the blood return settings. Return blood to the patient by pressing the AUTO
RETURN softkey.



Once the blood return is completed, disconnect the return line and connect the return line to the
saline bag via the remaining y-line port and begin Recirculation.



When ready, stop recirculating and prepare to reprime the set. The set is prepared by (a)
disconnecting the access and the return line from each other, (b) connecting the access line to a
bag of priming solution and (c) connecting the return line to a new (empty) prime collection bag.



Prime the set. When the prime test is successfully completed, reconnect the patient → resume
treatment by pressing the START softkey on the Reconnect Patient screen.

Saline Recirculation Screens from Stop to Patient Connection


Stop Calcium infusion



Choose end treatment → choose recirculation mode



Prepare to return blood



Return blood → enter return blood settings



Initiate saline recirculation


-

Recirculation in progress
Adjust chamber
Enter recirculation flow rate
Change syringe
Confirm change syringe



Saline recirculation stopped



Change syringe and calcium line



Prime calcium line



Confirm change syringe and calcium line



Prepare to prime



Priming complete



Prime test



Prime test passed

